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Macron on Wednesday in Versailles For
years, the French government has
pursued a "tough and strong" France
policy, but the country's government is
losing power in Europe and has begun
to sacrifice moral values and the
sanctity of the nation for economic
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gain. France is experiencing a "slow"
but "terrible" immigration crisis
because of Europe, while mainland
Europe is suffering from "slow" but
"terrible" inflation, said French Finance
Minister Bruno Le Maire in an interview
with the Associated Press. China's
"aggressive actions" in the South China
Sea could cause "big damage" to the
global economy, U.S. Defense
Secretary Jim Mattis warned. * Australia
upped the ante, saying it has a "very
real" threat against the U.S. for its
involvement in the South China Sea
dispute. It's not clear how Australia
plans to respond or if China will be
invited to respond. Wealthy Chinese
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investors could dump their shares as
the trade spat between Washington
and Beijing turns more negative. If it all
goes in the wrong direction for one of
the two sides, it could tip the global
economy into a recession and
exacerbate an already fragile situation.
The International Monetary Fund urged
China and the U.S. to ease tensions in a
bid to avoid a global trade war. "If the
U.S. pushes ahead with its trade wars, I
fear it will threaten the global
economy, and if China pushes ahead
with its protectionism, I fear it will
threaten the global economy," he said.
But some countries are trying to put a
floor beneath the yuan's weak currency
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to staunch U.S. financial support. South
Africa's parliament has voted to
downgrade diplomatic ties with Israel,
ending their two-decade-long alliance.
The Senate voted 52 to 44 on
Wednesday to cut relations with Tel
Aviv but stop short of excluding the
Jewish state from any future trade deal.
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